
SIGLO
Siglo is a work place with lots of attitude but in a sober manner 
where the details highlight the profile you want for the moment. 
Siglo is very flexible in its design and dimensions to be able to be 
used as needed.

The storage Siglo I is with inset sliding doors and a 100 mm base. 
Siglo II has sliding doors infront of the storages sides with a thicker 
top and a bottom with adjustable feet, a base is not needed.

STORAGE

DESIGN henrik schulz

Material base unit: Birch, oak, ash, ebonized oak, ebonized ash, white pigmented oak, white pigmented ash or white direct laminate.
Material doors: Birch, oak, ash, ebonized oak, ebonized ash, white pigmented oak, white pigmented ash, white lacquere or optional 
NCS.
Handles: Brass, stainless or plastic in black, white, yellow, orange, red, blue, green and graphite gray.
Measurement Siglo I: W. 800/1200/1600 mm  H. 420/610/821/1100 mm. Base: H. 100 mm or base plate: H. 35 mm.
Measurement Siglo II: W. 1200/1600 mm  H. 841/1120 mm including adjustable feet.



STORAGE > SIGLO

Siglo side storage is available in birch, oak, ash, ebonizes ash, ebonized oak, white pigmented ash, white pigmented oak or white 
light-pressure laminated chipboard. Shelves and bottom in blockboard. The front is available in black and optional NCS.

Measurement: D. 800/900 mm  W. 380 mm  H. 1200 mm. 25 mm adjustability

Siglo side storage is lockable and is available in right and left design.
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STORAGE

Material base unit: white direct laminate, birch, oak, ash, ebonized oak or ebonized ash. Material doors: White lacquere, birch, oak, ebonized oak, ash or 
optional NCS. Back in light pressure laminate. Fixed shelves. Fronts in optional NCS; 6 week delivery time. Lockable doors.
Side storage material: White or black direct laminate, birch, oak, ash. Also available in optional NCS.

Handles in brass, stainless, black or white.

Storage width 1200 mm

SIGLO 
Design Henrik Schulz

Storage width 1600 mm

SIGLO I
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Additions
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SIGLO II

Side storage
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Bases
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Storage width 800 mm


